
“Jesus  Contradicts  the  O.T.
Law,  Especially  Regarding
Homosexuality!”
You point out that the Old Testament forbids homosexuality.
Yes  it  does,  but  Jesus’  teachings  in  the  gospels  have
superseded the primitive teachings of the O.T. For example in
Matthew 5:17-34 Jesus systematically rips apart some of the
most important Jewish laws. When he says he has come to fulfil
the Law, he is not talking about the Pharisees’ law, he is
talking about God’s Law. People who say that Jesus agreed with
the Jewish laws are completely wrong– even an idiot can see
this.

People who practice homosexuality in their own homes, with
each  others’  consent  are  not  breaking  the  law  “love  your
neighbor as yourself.” They are not harming anyone! What is
harmful  though  is  the  constant  attack  by  you  so-called
Christians on them which provides gay people with much misery.
I am not homosexual myself — the reason why I am sticking up
for gay people is because I am a Christian. Wake up to the
fact that the law of loving your neighbor has replaced the
O.T. laws.

Your essays clearly show you have some degree of intelligence
— why can’t you see that Jesus’ law is in contradiction to the
law of the Jewish scriptures?

Hello _____, Thanks for your e-mail. I will try to respond to
your comments as best I can.

You point out that the O.T. forbids homosexuality. Yes it
does, but Jesus’ teachings in the gospels have superseded the
primitive  teachings  of  the  O.T.  For  example  in  Matthew
5:17-34 Jesus systematically rips apart some of the most
important Jewish laws. When he says he has come to fulfil the
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law, he is not talking about the Pharisee’s law, he is
talking about God’s law. People who say that Jesus agreed
with the Jewish laws are completely wrong – even an idiot can
see this.

I’m sorry, I fail to see which laws Jesus is ripping apart in
this passage. What I see is that He is going beyond the LETTER
of the law, to the SPIRIT of the law, to make it abundantly
clear that Yahweh is concerned with the motives and intentions
of the heart and not merely surface obedience. If a person
holds to the SPIRIT (or intention) of the law, he will also
obey the LETTER of it. This is a long way from “ripping apart”
the law.

I do agree with you, however, that the Lord Jesus did not
agree with the Jewish laws that were like fences built around
the inspired laws of God, but which were not, in themselves,
laws of God. Those laws don’t appear in the Bible though. The
commandments against practicing homosexuality, however, were
not Jewish laws, but God’s laws.

People who practice homosexuality in their own homes, with
each others consent are not breaking the law “love your
neighbor as yourself.” They are not harming anyone!

Morality aside, ask any physician how healthy the homosexual
lifestyle is. Ask the Center for Disease Control how healthy
the homosexual lifestyle is. Ask counselors who are trying to
help people leave the homosexual lifestyle and get beyond
their  painful  homosexual  desires.  Talk  to  the  parents,
siblings, spouses and children of practicing homosexuals and
ask if they are not harming anyone.

Let’s put the homosexual issue aside and substitute another
deviant sexual lifestyle. Do you think you would write to
someone and say, “Men who are attracted to pre-school children
and entice them into their homes to have sex with them, are



not breaking the law ‘love your neighbor as yourself.’ In
fact,  these  men  are  loving  these  children–isn’t  that
admirable? They are not harming anyone! The men are enjoying
the sex, and the children are enjoying the attention…and what
child doesn’t enjoy attention?”

I would suggest that you would never say something like this,
and I would further suggest that the reason such a large
portion of our culture has decided that sex between two men
using parts of their bodies that were intended for excretion,
not sex, is acceptable, is a result of a carefully-planned
disinformation  campaign.  It  is  not  a  result  of  something
normal and natural and God-intended.

What is harmful though is the constant attack by you so-
called Christians on them which provides gay people with much
misery. I am not homosexual myself — the reason why I am
sticking up for gay people is because I am a Christian.

It’s interesting to me that you seem so devoted to the issue
of  “love,”  yet  do  not  hesitate  to  cast  aspersions  on  my
relationship with Jesus Christ by calling me a “so-called
Christian.” This doesn’t strike me as very loving, or am I
missing something?

I’m also wondering if you read my entire article, or just bits
and pieces. Because I strongly believe that the responsible
Christian response to the homosexual movement is one of deep
compassion  for  the  individuals  caught  in  unnatural,
unfortunate desires while not compromising on what God has
said about the homosexual ACT. In fact, I have received e-mail
accusing me of “sticking up for gay people,” to use your term.

People like me who speak out, agreeing with what God has said
about  homosexuality,  are  not  causing  all  the  misery  gays
experience. That happens long before someone even comes out or
tells  their  first  friend  of  these  unwelcome  feelings  and
attractions.  There  is  misery  inherent  in  a  homosexual



orientation; it means something is wrong, in the same way that
there’s something wrong with someone who is sexually attracted
to small children. And that’s why these feelings need to be
dealt with and healed, not celebrated as something good and
beautiful.

(I will admit, with a great deal of sadness, that there has
been  a  terrible  amount  of  judgmental  condescension  from
Christians  towards  homosexuals,  that  has,  indeed,  caused
grief. There is no excuse for not making a distinction between
the desires, which are wrong but unasked-for, and the people
experiencing them. I know God does.)

Wake up to the fact that the law of loving your neighbor has
replaced the O.T. laws.

No, the law of loving your neighbor sums up the O.T. laws. At
least the moral ones. If you keep all the moral laws of the
Old  Testament,  you  will  be  demonstrating  love  for  your
neighbor.  Not  stealing,  telling  the  truth,  not  charging
usurious  interest  against  your  neighbor,  and  keeping  all
sexual activity within marriage are all demonstrations of love
for one’s neighbor.

The law against homosexual actions is part of the moral code;
the consequence of death by stoning is part of the civil code,
which controlled how the people of God were to conduct their
lives in a culture where God was their head and not a law-
making king. It makes sense for the civil code to be done away
with, because the people of Israel are no longer living under
that  system.  But  God  has  not  done  away  with  a  single
commandment of His moral code, because the moral laws are
rooted in the person and character of God Himself.

What is it that makes homosexual activity sin? The fact that
God has ordained sex to be the glue that holds husband and
wife together. Sex is so powerful that it is only safe within
the  confines  of  marriage,  because  it  acts  like  superglue



between two souls. Tear them apart and you have broken hearts.
So why not make homosexual marriage legal? Because Ephesians 5
says that marriage goes beyond merely a civil convenience; it
is an eloquent word picture that God ordained to help us
understand the amazing unity within diversity of Christ and
the  church.  Men  and  women  are  so  different  that  it’s  a
mystical union when they come together in marriage. Man and
man coming together, or woman and woman, does not provide the
dynamic difference that mirrors the “otherness” of Christ-and-
the-church. Gay relationships are sameness, not otherness. So
gay marriage can never be blessed by God because marriage
means far more than simply living together, even having sex
together. It’s supposed to teach us something about God.

Your essay clearly shows you have some degree of intelligence
– why can’t you see that Jesus’ law is in contradiction to
the law of the Jewish scriptures?

Well, I do thank you for the compliment <smile>. . .I don’t
see it because it’s not there. Have you read the whole New
Testament? How about just the four gospels? If you look at
what the Lord Jesus taught, one thing you’ll see is that He
mentioned two things people often overlook. One is references
to Sodom and Gomorrah as places of judgment, which the Bible
makes clear were judged for homosexual sin. Jesus believed in
Sodom  and  Gomorrah,  and  He  believed  in  the  judgment  they
received. In fact, He was involved in sending the judgment.
The other thing is His references to fornication, which means
any  sex  outside  of  marriage.  All  homosexual  sex  is
fornication. Even if there is some sort of religious ceremony,
it’s still fornication because you can’t get around God’s
restrictions on marriage, which is one man and one woman. God
is not impressed by our ceremonies when they disregard what He
has established.

A lot of people like to talk about Jesus’ law of love; what’s
intriguing to me is how they never balance it with the fact



that  Jesus  also  talked  about  holiness,  and  purity,  and
justice.  While  it’s  true  that  many  homosexuals  love  each
other, that kind of love still falls short of God’s standard
of holiness. There’s nothing holy about what God has called an
abomination. That is not “the law of Jewish scriptures” as if
they were written by scribes and Pharisees; that is the very
word  breathed  by  God  Himself.  There  is  no  contradiction
between the Old and New Testament when it comes to what is
moral, what reflects the character of God. Homosexual sin is
not love as God defines it, regardless of how the culture
tries to persuade people it is.

Thank you for reading this far. I hope what I’ve said gives
you something to think about. I also pray that the Lord gives
you a higher esteem for the ENTIRE Word of God. Jesus said not
one jot or tittle of it would pass away. That’s a pretty high
value on it. May we all value His word so highly.

Respectfully,

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“My Son Thinks He’s Gay”
I heard this week on WMBI radio something from your group
about gay issues… I have a teenage son who thinks he’s gay…a
high-schooler. I don’t believe he is yet entrenched in any
sort of gay lifestyle. . . What’s a mom to do with a loved one
who is beginning to believe he’s gay?!

My heart goes out to you in dealing with your precious son who
has been lied to about being gay. It’s one thing to have same-
gender feelings, but quite another to put the “gay” label on
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oneself when it doesn’t have to be that way.

I have two suggestions for you. First, a book was written for
EXACTLY young men like him, which I strongly suggest you get,
read, and give to him. It’s called You Don’t Have to Be Gay:
Hope and Freedom for Males Struggling With Homosexuality or
for  Those  Who  Know  of  Someone  Who  Is  by  Jeff  Konrad.
Amazon.com  carries  it.  This  book  is  a  series  of  letters
written by a man who discovered that through the power of
Christ he could leave his homosexual identity behind, to a
young  man  just  beginning  to  consider  that  option.  The
wonderful thing is, the young man who received the letters is
Mike Haley, who has since resolved his faith and sexuality and
worked for a time at Focus on the Family as a youth and gender
specialist. Mike has put together some awesome materials for
kids in exactly your son’s position, and I suggest you contact
Focus (1-800-A-FAMILY) and ask for the literature on youth and
homosexuality. (That’s my second suggestion.)

In the meantime, we have several articles on homosexuality on
the Probe Ministries website that may be of help to you:

Helping Teens Understand Homosexuality
Homosexual Myths
Homosexuality: Questions and Answers
Homosexual Theology
Can Homosexuals Change?

I also point you to the excellent resources at Living Hope
Ministries, which has support and information for parents as
well as strugglers. The Executive Director, Ricky Chelette,
wrote this article called Help! My Son is Gay. You may also be
interested  in  Living  Hope’s  video  and  audio  resources:
livehope.org/rescource-type/products/

I hope this helps. The Lord bless you and keep you in these
difficult days.

In His grip,
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Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“Is  It  Safe  For  an  Older
Homosexual Man to Spend Time
with Teenage Boys?”
There is a man in our church in his mid forties. I believe he
really loves the Lord and is always a blessing to those who
need him. We used to often have him to our home, but I noticed
that he was often physical with our teen boys (rough-housing,
etc.) I felt uncomfortable with this but thought perhaps he
just wanted to be an uncle-type image. He has always enjoyed
spending time with the young adult and teen men in our church,
and, to my knowledge, has never behaved inappropriately with
any of them.

We later learned, however, that he struggles with homosexual
feelings.  This  is  not  common  knowledge  to  others  in  our
church, and we have decided it is not for us to say anything
as we love this person and would not want to see him hurt. We
told our boys that if they spent time with him it should be in
a group or meet at a restaurant for dinner. This has worked
well and there have been no problems, especially since our
boys know the situation. Our dilemma is this. There is another
teen in our church that he sometimes helps and spends time
with. He is an 18 year old and I’m sure would say something if
a problem occurred (he is also very close to our family). I
truly  believe  nothing  has  happened.  We  don’t  want  to  say
anything to him or his family, but worry that if something
should happen it would be our fault. It seems if someone is
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struggling with this type of thing, it would be best if he not
spend time alone with young men. Am I correct? Just need any
advice you might be able to give.

P.S. He does not spend time with younger children….(that I
know of) mostly just older teens and young adults. He may just
want friendship as a single man.

I  asked  my  friend  Ricky  Chelette,  a  pastor  and  Executive
Director of Living Hope Ministries, for help in answering your
question. I loved his answer! I hope it helps.

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

As someone who has worked with male strugglers for a long
time I appreciate your concerns and your cautions as a
mother and friend. I think your concerns are real and I
would too have some cautions if this gentleman is spending
one on one time with an 18-year-old.

I really think that the best thing to do, as he is your
friend, would be to sit down and talk to him. You obviously
know that he struggles with homosexuality, yet you love him.
He needs to know that. It will be terribly helpful for him
to have you in the know and help him in his accountability.

I would suggest that you sit down with him and in a very
loving manner state to him. “John, you have been a part of
our church and family for a long time and we know that you
struggle with homosexuality. We also know that you are a
godly man, and we love you so very much. Because we do love
you we want to know how we can walk with you on this
difficult road. I am sure there are times that it is very
difficult for you, and we want to be of help and support to
you. How can we help?” He may or may not give you some
answers. Depends. But at some point I would also say, “I
know you wouldn’t want to engage anyone in our church in
this activity, but I do want to caution you about being with



some of the younger adults and older youth alone. These are
crazy days we live in, and I wouldn’t want someone to
falsely accuse you of something you never intended to do
(i.e. Catholic Church scandal, etc.). You know we trust you
with our boys and they love you greatly. But I do want you
to be careful for your own good and theirs.” Something to
that effect.

I realize this is a VERY touchy subject, but I think that
the cautions are real. I doubt that anything has happened,
but at the same time, that age of young adult/older youth
18-26 are prime candidates for someone that is struggling.
That is the “ideal” age of our masculinity and those that
struggle tend to “idealize” that age and desire that they
were the people toward whom they experience same-gender
attraction.

I pray that all this has been completely harmless and it
probably has. However, you cannot ignore this. It needs to
be addressed and you are responsible to him and to the young
adults  for  your  knowledge.  To  say  nothing  would  be  a
disservice to all.

Many of the folks who struggle with this are very sensitive
to younger guys. They feel as though they can give them some
of what they didn’t get from their own fathers – touch,
affirmation, attention, and love. They are most genuine and
pure in that regard and do it with a deep sense of passion
for God and for the folks they help. So it well might be
that this is the case for the man you speak of. I pray that
it is, but the fact that he does struggle should still put
some more serious boundaries in his life.

Even if he were a married man, I would say the same thing. I
don’t think that a married man should be spending one on one
time with a youth or young adult on a regular basis. There
is  just  too  much  room  for  misinterpretation.  He  (your
friend) should know that. It is NOT just about his struggle,



it is about being smart and safe for everyone involved.

I pray that this will be of help to you. Should I be of
further help, please let me know. I pray that God will give
you wisdom and grace as you share with him. You are a brave
and good friend for addressing this issue with him.

Blessings.
Ricky Chelette
Executive Director, Living Hope Ministries
www.livehope.org

“Is  It  Fair  to  Ask
Homosexuals  to  Try  to  Be
Straight?”
Mrs. Bohlin,

I just finished reading your well written and informative
article “Homosexuality Q&A.” Your approach to the issue is
refreshing and very new to me.

Your explanation of pre-conditions is solid, but the issue is
still  frustrating  to  me.  The  gay  man  has  stronger  sexual
feelings toward men than I, thus it is much easier for me to
ignore these feelings (which really don’t exist at all for
many such as myself). On top of that, I (and many others) have
a VERY strong sexual feeling toward females. My assumption is
that  (bi-sexuals  excluded)  these  sexual  tendencies  do  not
coexist for the homosexual. So, is the homosexual to fight off
the  gay  temptation  as  well  as  manufacture  a  false  sexual
desire for the opposite sex? And if so, do you think this is
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fair? God presents individuals with many challenges, but why
that one?

I  have  a  sinking  feeling  about  this  issue:  As  long  as
Christians regard homosexual acts as sins, we can never be
accepted by some. Every time I attempt to be a Christian
witness to my fiancée, this issue arises. She (like many gay
supporters)  struggles  to  see  our  God  as  a  just  God  and
Christianity as the true way, as long as we are defining gays
as  sinners.  Is  it  possible  to  be  a  Christian  witness  to
someone who will never concede that homosexual acts are sins?
If so, how? If not, is my relationship doomed?

Additional questions: Is the gay Christian’s claim that the
Bible is NOT clear about the issue completely unfounded? Have
you heard of a compelling argument for this point of view?
Also, I like your humble approach to dealing with gays (a bit
different than Dr. Laura’s). But, suppose you are questioned
by a homosexual about your true feelings about gay marriage,
the act itself, etc.? What then? Take the risk that honesty
may end the friendship? Lie to gain more understanding and
display compassion? So many questions.

And you may never answer them or even read this email. That is
completely acceptable being that you have no idea who I am. If
you  do  decide  to  reply,  thank  you.  I  am  having  many
difficulties with this issue and regard you as someone who is
enlightened both by this issue and by the word of God.

Thank you for your kind words about my article. I am so glad I
am able to provide a different perspective on homosexuality,
because this issue is far more than an intellectual issue for
me; I am very involved in a discipleship ministry to those
dealing with unwanted same-sex attractions, and I see with my
own eyes, on a weekly basis, how God can change lives.

Your explanation of pre-conditions is solid, but the issue
is still frustrating to me. The gay man has stronger sexual



feelings toward men than I, thus it is much easier for me to
ignore these feelings (which really don’t exist at all for
many such as myself). On top of that, I (and many others)
have  a  VERY  strong  sexual  feeling  toward  females.  My
assumption  is  that  (bi-sexuals  excluded)  these
sexual  tendencies  do  not  coexist  for  the  homosexual.

People  experience  varying  levels  of  attraction  for  the
opposite  sex.  Homosexuality  is  really  “gender  identity
confusion.” In terms of male homosexuals, they usually don’t
experience  sexual  attraction  to  women  because  something
happened that prevented them from learning what it means to be
a boy, then later a man, and being comfortable with their
masculinity.  Men  remained  a  mystery  to  them,  and  we  are
attracted to the “other,” to the mysterious. Homosexual men
don’t generally experience sexual attraction to women because
they’re  stuck  with  unmet  needs  for  close,  bonding
relationships with other males. Interestingly, once they learn
to have healthy, non-erotic relationships with other men, some
men can start to experience attraction to women. Or at least
one woman. I know one man in his 30’s who is going through
what  he’s  calling  his  “junior-high  stage,”  and  absolutely
marveling at what it feels like to find women attractive for
the  first  time!  (He’s  having  a  great  time  of  it,  too!
:::smile:::)

So, is the homosexual to fight off the gay temptation as
well as manufacture a false sexual desire for the opposite
sex?

To answer, let me draw a parallel to something in the physical
realm. Let’s say someone has a broken arm. All the indications
are  that  it’s  broken  because  there’s  a  lot  of  pain,
swelling—and the end of the bone has pierced the skin! Would
we ever counsel them to tell themselves, “I’m not hurt, I
don’t have a broken arm, I’m whole and well,” and suggest they
conjure up feelings of painlessness? I hope you’re smiling
because I mean it to be ludicrous and not judgmental. �



When someone has erotic and romantic feelings for a person of
the same sex, that’s a sign that something is broken—inside.
Unfortunately, there is no x-ray machine for the heart that
gives undeniable proof of a brokenness like we see with a
broken  bone.  The  pro-gay  voices  that  seek  to  identify
homosexuality as normal and good have deceived many people
into denying that a homosexual orientation is “brokenness.”
But it IS relational brokenness, and trying to tell someone
not to feel same-gender attraction is like telling someone
with a broken arm not to feel the pain.

Fighting off homosexual temptations means not participating in
homosexual behavior (DOING), and choosing not to lust and sin
in  the  mind  (THINKING).  It  can’t  mean  not  feeling  the
feelings,  because  that’s  impossible  to  do.  Trying  to
manufacture a false sense of attraction to the opposite sex
won’t work either, any more than manufacturing a false sense
of health and wholeness when your arm is broken. The important
thing is to realize that having homosexual attractions in the
first place is a sign that something is wrong, and then doing
the hard work that addresses the emotional and relational
brokenness that caused those feelings in the first place.

And  if  so,  do  you  think  this  is  fair?  God  presents
individuals  with  many  challenges,  but  why  that  one?

I hope you can see that I believe in being honest with the
situation,  acknowledging  that  there  is  a  problem,  that
something is wrong, not pretending things are other than the
way they are. I believe God honors us being truthful that way;
Psalm 51 says, “I know that You desire truth in my inmost
part.” Instead of saying “Pretend you’re not broken, and act
like you’re something you’re not,” I believe God says to those
dealing  with  same-gender  attraction,  “Acknowledge  that
something is truly wrong, and come to Me to bring healing and
hope to you. Don’t rely on your own strength, because you
don’t have what it takes to bring healing to your inmost
wounds, or health to those unmet needs, those empty places,



that only I can meet now.”

I have a sinking feeling about this issue: As long as
Christians regard homosexual acts as sins, we can never be
accepted by some.

Regrettably, you are right. As long as we insist on agreeing
with what God has said, there will always be people who will
call us narrow-minded, intolerant bigots. Let me put things in
a little different perspective. When we say it’s wrong for a
husband to cheat on his wife, that it’s sin, do people have a
problem with that? Do they turn on God and call Him unjust and
unloving? Not usually. How about those who have sex BEFORE
marriage?  When  we  call  that  sin,  because  it  defiles  the
holiness of the marriage bed, do people use that as an excuse
to turn on God? Some might, those who are committed to what
they want regardless of what God says, but not with the same
fervor as their reaction to the pronouncement of homosexual
behavior as sin. Something is different, and it’s the result
of what Romans 12 warns about in letting the world squeeze you
into its mold. People who object to calling homosexuality sin
have allowed the world to squeeze them into its mold.

ANY sexual activity outside of marriage is sin; God is not
singling out homosexuals. But people lose sight of that, and a
big reason is that they don’t understand the importance and
significance of sex. They put it in the same category as
scratching an itch or feeding a hungry stomach. But those are
not  moral  areas  as  sex  is,  because  sex  has  a  spiritual
dimension to it, where two become one and there is a mystical
unity of husband and wife that reflects the mystical unity of
Christ and the Church. (See Ephesians 5.) Homosexual sex (or
premarital or extramarital heterosexual sex, for that matter)
can NEVER even come close to the transcendent experience that
intimacy between two committed people in a covenantal marriage
relationship provides. This is not some philosophical pie-in-
the-sky absolute I made up; this is the experience of people,
some of whom I know personally, who have left homosexuality



behind and are now enjoying what God intended in heterosexual
marriage.

Every  time  I  attempt  to  be  a  Christian  witness  to  my
fiancée, this issue arises. She (like many gay supporters)
struggles to see our God as a just God and Christianity as
the true way, as long as we are defining gays as sinners. Is
it possible to be a Christian witness to someone who will
never concede that homosexual acts are sins? If so, how? If
not, is my relationship doomed?

Yes, it’s possible to be a Christian witness, because you have
truth on your side. We know what is true because God said it
in His word. But you have a larger problem on your hands that
your fiancée’s refusal to see homosexual acts as sin, I fear;
she apparently has no respect for the authority of the Bible.
That is what underlies the insistence that what God calls sin,
isn’t—because people don’t want it to be, and loud voices have
assured them that it isn’t. ____, it sounds to me like you are
unequally yoked (2 Corinthians 6:14). If you have trusted
Christ and she hasn’t, if you believe that God has given us
absolute truth and she denies it, how do you walk together
with such diametrically opposed world views?

Additional questions: Is the gay Christian’s claim that the
Bible is NOT clear about the issue completely unfounded?
Have you heard of a compelling argument for this point of
view?

Yes. They have taken verses that are explicitly clear and
twisted them around, creating new explanations that don’t hold
up  to  scrutiny.  Joe  Dallas  has  done  an  excellent  job  of
refuting gay theology in his book A Strong Delusion. And he
comes with outstanding credentials; for several years he was
very involved in the gay church, learning the arguments inside
out  and  backwards,  before  realizing  they  were  lies  and
repenting of his wrong beliefs.

https://amzn.to/2UKyTgW


Also, I like your humble approach to dealing with gays (a
bit  different  than  Dr.  Laura’s).  But,  suppose  you  are
questioned by a homosexual about your true feelings about
gay marriage, the act itself, etc.? What then? Take the risk
that  honesty  may  end  the  friendship?  Lie  to  gain  more
understanding and display compassion? So many questions.

It becomes a lot clearer when you see how the Lord Jesus
handled this sticky kind of situation. He never compromised on
what was true and holy, but He also looked right through the
shame and guilt that clung to those caught in various sins and
loved the person underneath. (“Neither do I condemn you. Go
and sin no more.”–John 8) When someone KNOWS they are accepted
and loved right as they are, it’s easier for them to accept
the truth about themselves and repent. I would never lie, but
“speaking the truth in love” (Ephesians 4:12) puts me in a
position to offer hope and help in pointing the way out. If
the person chooses not to go through that door, that’s his
decision.  Some  friendships  cannot  take  the  strain  of  one
person walking in the light and the other walking in the
darkness, and that’s part of the cost of following Christ.

I am having many difficulties with this issue and regard you
as someone who is enlightened both by this issue and by the
word of God.

There are plenty of good reasons to have difficulties with
this issue, ____! It’s a hard one, but the wisdom and love of
God are deeper still. I am thrilled to have learned so much
about what often causes a homosexual orientation in the first
place, and why that means there is a way out. Actually, there
is hope in the truth that homosexual behavior is sin, because
sin  can  be  repented  of  and  the  broken  heart  healed;  if
homosexuality  were  an  unredeemable,  unchangeable  condition,
how tragic it would be for God to call it an abomination and
not provide a way to escape it! It is a long, hard process to
recognize how deeply the roots of homosexuality go, and invite
Him to tear them out and replace them with His love and



acceptance and truth. Glorious things happen when people do
that—but it all starts with acknowledging the sin. The most
grievous sin isn’t the sex act; it’s the idolatry and lusting
and coveting underneath the desire to want what God has said
is wrong to have. It’s really a heart issue, not a sexual
issue.

Are you still awake? �

Thank you for writing. I pray, as I send this, that God will
bring comfort to you and maybe some answers to a difficult
question; my heart hurts as I think about the tensions you
must experience with your fiancee’s very different set of
values and beliefs. I suspect this issue of homosexuality is
painful for you because of the way it is exposing some major
fissures in your relationship, and that’s scary and hurtful. I
pray God’s rich wisdom for you and His blessings to overtake
you and make you feel loved.

In His grip,

Sue

“I  Am  Deeply  Hurt  and
Offended  by  Your  Homosexual
Myths Article”
This is in regards to the outrageous essay “Homosexual Myths”
by Sue Bohlin that is displayed on your web page. I realize
that this woman is entitled to her opinion, but I am ashamed
that (pardon my French) c**p such as this is allowed to be
published.  I  am  homosexual,  and  I  come  from  a  Christian
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family,  and  I  have  tried  to  come  to  terms  with  both  my
sexuality and my religion, all the way through my teen years,
and I considered suicide many times. Also she says it’s a myth
that you aren’t born homosexual. My family is completely anti
homosexuality, and I cannot remember a time when I haven’t
been attracted to women, so I wasn’t “made” to be homosexual,
it wasn’t a choice.

She also says that 2 people in love can’t get married if they
are of the same sex, and once again excuse my French, but
b*lls**t, absolute b*lls**t. If two people are in love they
should have the same rights as any other couple.

I am deeply hurt by what she has said. And the fact that
someone would publish it hurts more.

_________, 15

Dear _________,

I am SO GLAD you wrote to reply to my essay on homosexual
myths, since it made you so angry. I am glad to have a chance
to respond to you and hopefully to clarify some things.

First of all, I hear your anger and I wonder if perhaps, under
your anger, is a great deal of pain. I wonder if maybe you are
one of the many, many young women who were abused and hurt as
a child? In one study, 85-90% of the women who called a
ministry  helping  people  dealing  with  unwanted
homosexuality report having been abused, usually sexually. If
you grew up in a homophobic family (if that’s what you mean by
“completely  anti-homosexuality”),  then  I  can  see  how  that
alone would plant all sorts of mixed and hurtful messages in
your  head  and  make  you  feel  confused  and  hurt.  If  you
considered suicide many times, you must be under a horrible
load of pain. That breaks my heart for you. I am so sorry.

You say you cannot remember a time when you haven’t been
attracted  to  women,  but  I  wonder  if–and  very  gently



suggest–that’s not a line you heard somewhere and you adopted
it as yours, maybe? Because little girls aren’t supposed to be
sexually attracted to women–or men, or boys, or anybody else
for that matter–until adolescence. But little girls often DO
have crushes on other girls, and on female teachers. There’s a
big difference between having strong feelings for someone you
like and admire, and being sexually attracted to her. (For one
thing, the sex hormones aren’t supposed to be running in young
girls.) However, when little girls become sexual beings at an
early age, that usually means someone has violated them by
introducing them to sexual acts and feelings long before they
were intended to experience those things.

I wonder, _______, did any of these things happen to you?
Because you’re very angry, and underneath your anger is either
pain or fear, and I don’t sense you’re too afraid here. Just
really, really angry.

You said you were raised in a Christian family, but I don’t
know if that means just a church-going family, or if you all
truly know and love Jesus. Your statement about the family
being “completely anti-homosexual” makes me think that maybe
you heard a lot of judgmental, condemning comments that are
very un-Christlike. It’s because I have seen for myself how
Jesus tenderly loves and can heal women caught in same-sex
attraction that I know that the ideas in my essay are true and
they offer hope for change.

You said you were deeply hurt by what I said, but I promise, I
didn’t say anything to hurt you or anyone else. Nonetheless, I
believe that you ARE deeply hurt, and I want to say I am so
very, very sorry for whatever brought you to this place. I
wonder if you are one of those young ladies who has never felt
comfortable in her femininity, because being a female means
being weak and being victimized and being vulnerable. . . and
being hurt. If your feelings of being “different” go way back
as  far  as  you  can  remember,  then  something  happened  to
interfere with the normal development that God intended for



you to enjoy. You were supposed to feel comfortable being a
girl,  regardless  of  what  part  of  the  spectrum  of
femininity you fall in. That was His intent. If that’s not
where you ended up, I’m sorry for whatever caused that.

Please feel free to write back. My heart goes out to you. You
seem to have more on your plate than a 15-year-old young lady
should have to bear. I hurt for you, ______, and I am sending
this e-mail back with a prayer that the Lord Jesus will wrap
His arms around you and let you feel loved and protected and
cherished and adored….because that’s His heart for you. He
really does feel that way about you.

Your friend, I hope,

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“How  Should  We  Answers
Charges of Discrimination in
Same-Sex Issues?”
I’m wondering if you can point me to some good resources to
help deal with the charge of “discrimination” often leveled at
Christians over a stance against homosexuality and same-sex
marriage (or against anyone who considers these things to be
wrong). How do you answer that?

I’m not sure what resources to point you to, but I brought up
your question to a number of fellow workers in the ministry to
those with unwanted homosexuality with which I serve. The best
response to this charge, I believe, is that those making the
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claim don’t understand discrimination. It is wrong to make
people suffer based on unchangeable characteristics such as
the color of one’s skin or gender. Homosexuality, however, is
a lifestyle choice, and those demanding the “right” to marry
do so based NOT on an unchangeable characteristic but on the
basis of a chosen behaviors. (Which, of course, is eminently
changeable.) It’s “apples and oranges.”

Homosexuality is defined by one’s behavior (acting out), but
civil rights are defined by who/what you ARE, not what you DO.
(Incidentally,  I  would  argue  that  there  is  a  difference
between  experiencing  same-sex  attractions,  which  are  not
chosen and which constitute temptation, and choosing to follow
through on those attractions in ways God calls sin. I like
what musician Dennis Jernigan says: “We are not defined by our
temptations!”)

And although this argument doesn’t hold any water with those
rebelling against God, I still think it’s worth saying: If God
says something is wrong, it’s going to be harmful regardless
of what the world says. That’s another good reason to prevent
people from getting “married,” because their activity is going
to  be  harmful,  and  it  is  in  society’s  best  interests  to
prevent  harm.  (This  doesn’t  really  have  to  do  with  your
discrimination question, but I was struck by the wisdom of it
when my friend mentioned it.)

So. . . there you have it. I hope it helps.

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries



“Help–Our Son is Gay”
Dear Sue,

I am a father with a heavy heart. . . .our son is living a
homosexual lifestyle. He is nearly 40 years of age. We have
known and lived with this for over 10 years. At first we were
devastated. He was raised in a Christian home and he made a
profession of faith while a teenager, but after college he
moved to ________ to work.

He did seek some counseling at first, but for whatever reason
he did not find the quality of help that he was seeking, and
so began a drift away from church and the Lord. For several
years following, we as parents tried to make suggestions and
made comments to encourage him to seek professional help and
trust the Lord again. He was very resentful of any comments
concerning anything religious or concerning his lifestyle. So
not to drive him away from us, we have just resorted to prayer
that  the  Holy  Spirit  will  bring  about  a  renewing  and
transformation and that the scales that Satan has put over his
eyes would be removed.

And of course we have made extra efforts to let him know that
we love him very much. His plans are now to move across the
country,  and  I  know  that  being  that  far  away  will  make
communication even more difficult. Now to my question. . . How
do I approach him again after all these years that will not
cause the wall of resentment to be built again? How and what
do you recommend that would be a positive approach since he is
a grown man and does not appear to want to change or seek the
Lord in making a transition?

Sue, I have faith and have been faithful in my prayer life for
him and I know that since he give his life to the Lord and was
saved, the Lord holds on to him even though he is not holding
on the the Lord now. Looking forward to your response.
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I am so sorry for the heartbreak you are experiencing over
your son. I’m sure you realize it is even magnified in the
Father’s heartache over him.

I  do  have  several  suggestions.  First,  get  a  copy  of  the
excellent books Someone I Love is Gay by Anita Worthen and Bob
Davies and When Homosexuality Hits Home: What to Do When a
Loved One Says They’re Gay by Joe Dallas. That’s for you.

Secondly, keep praying. That is the most effective thing you
can do, and the Lord honors it. I have heard, personally,
several  testimonies  of  those  who  have  repented  of  a  gay
identity who say that their parents loved them and wouldn’t
stop praying, and that’s why they left “the life.”

Third,  I  suggest  you  say  something  to  him,  very  simply,
without emotion, and you only need to say it once: “Son, I
just want you to know that if you get to the point where your
life isn’t working for you, I do know where to find resources
to help, and I’ll be here to walk through it with you.” Then
you leave the ball in his court. I promise he won’t ever
forget it, but it takes awhile to move past the denial and
spiritual deception that is part of the “gay is OK” mindset.
In the meantime, go to the Living Hope Ministries website
(www.livehope.org) and sign up for their newsletter, which
will be an encouragement to you and educational too. When and
if your son gets to the point of saying, “OK, Dad, what about
the way out?” then give him Joe Dallas’s book Desires in
Conflict: Hope for Men Who Struggle with Sexual Identity.
(After  that  book,  I  would  recommend  Coming  Out  of
Homosexuality  by  Bob  Davies  and  Lori  Rentzel.)

I hope this helps.

Sue
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“How Do I Show Concern for My
Lesbian  Co-Worker  Without
Approving of Her Lifestyle?”
Hi Sue! I read your questions and answers concerning the topic
of homosexuality, but I still have a question.

I work in a public school district. My school district does
not recognize same sex marriages, but a lesbian teacher and
her partner have recently adopted a baby this summer. This
teacher has asked staff members to sign a petition in favor of
giving her partner insurance benefits. Her partner has chosen
to stay home with the baby and has no insurance (the baby is
covered).

A few teachers in my school have chosen not to sign the
petition (different reasons: religious, cultural). I did not
sign the petition because I do not agree with the lifestyle of
homosexuality because of what the Bible says. If something
ever  happened  to  this  teacher’s  partner  and  she  needed
insurance benefits I would feel terrible.

How do I articulate not agreeing with their lifestyle but
caring for the person—and not sounding like a hypocrite? This
teacher is starting to confront those who have not signed the
petition.

Thank you in advance,
________
Dear ________,

I don’t think it’s hypocritical to honestly care about people
without  supporting  them  in  lifestyle  choices  you  disagree
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with. This teacher, by confronting those who haven’t signed
the petition, is not only demanding acceptance but APPROVAL of
her lifestyle choice.

Look at it this way; if the teacher were a man with a live-in
honey  (as  Dr.  Laura  puts  it),  how  would  you  feel  if  he
demanded that his girlfriend be covered by his insurance?

The thing about lesbian and homosexual relationships is that
they cannot produce children naturally; that’s one reason they
don’t qualify as families, and why they shouldn’t have the
privileges of protection that society gives to families, like
insurance coverage. The teacher and her lover have created an
unnatural, immoral “family” and now demand that society treat
them like a natural family.

So it’s not hypocritical for you to remain steadfast in your
beliefs. They are in a relationship and a dependency situation
that they created. It’s nobody’s fault if the girlfriend gets
sick and needs insurance.

Caring for someone doesn’t mean you give in to their demands.
It’ll be hard and VERY uncomfortable, I know, but you might
say something like, “I’m sorry to disappoint you, but what
you’re asking for is running right up against what I believe
about right and wrong. I can’t support your decision, though I
support your right to make it. I’m sorry.”

I hate it that you’re put in this situation. Arrrggghhhhh!!!

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries



“God Made Me Gay”
So…in all that I see in your site, is homosexuality wrong?
Why do you care?
Do you not have lives?
I know that Jesus Christ the Lord loves me for being gay,
because he made me that way and each one of us in his image!

So…in all that I see in your site, is homosexuality wrong?

Homosexual behavior is sin, because it is unholy and not God’s
intent. Having homosexual feelings is not wrong because nobody
has any choice over that.

Why do you care?

Because God cares.
Because the world is telling us a lie, that this destructive
behavior is normal and good and desirable, but people are
dying from it in both body and soul.
Because there is hope for change and healing, but lots of
people don’t know that.
Because this is an area where there is SO MUCH pain, both in
the lives of those dealing with same gender attraction and in
the lives of the people who love them.

Do you not have lives?

Yes, we have lives. But we are committed to what God has
called us to, which is proclaiming the truth of His word and
its perspective on our culture. Part of that is providing a
biblical  perspective  on  homosexuality.  Particularly  because
there is a definite agenda of people whose purpose is to
change the culture’s view of homosexuality to one that is
diametrically opposed to what God says. We can’t oppose God
without destructive results, so at Probe we are offering the
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truth to combat the lie that’s out there about this issue.

I know that Jesus Christ the Lord loves me for being gay,
because he made me that way and each one of us in his image!

You’ve got two out of three right!! <smile> He sure does love
you. He not only loves you, but He LIKES you, and proved it by
dying for you. He DID make each of us in His own image, which
makes us all infinitely valuable and precious, an absolute
masterpiece.

But He doesn’t love you for being gay, He loves you for being
His creation. He didn’t make you gay. He wouldn’t condemn it
if He had! You may have always felt different, and you may
have been told that you’ve always been gay, but that doesn’t
make it true. For example, have you always been an English
speaker? You are now; have you always been? Well, no, when you
were born you were programmed for being a LANGUAGE speaker,
but not necessarily an ENGLISH speaker. If you had been born
and raised under different circumstances, you might have been
an Indian speaker or a French speaker or a Swahili speaker.

In the same way, if different circumstances had happened to
you, you could well have been different—sensitive? emotional?
not real physical?—but identified yourself as creative and
emotionally gifted but not gay. Like King David in the Old
Testament.

A lot of research has examined the contributing factors of
homosexual orientation. It seems to be primarily relational.

Which  is  why  thousands  of  people  have  discovered  that  an
intimate relationship with the Lord Jesus is bringing healing
to those relational wounds that made them think they were gay
in the first place, and they are changing from the inside out.
If you’re ever interested—if you get to the point where life
isn’t working for you and being gay just isn’t making you
happy, like you hope it will—I can give you more information.



The Lord bless you and keep you.

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“Why  Uphold  the  OT  Laws
Against Homosexuality When We
Don’t  Observe  the  Rest  of
It?”
I don’t know how to answer this powerful argument against
continuing to condemn homosexuality when we don’t observe the
rest of the Old Testament laws. I got this in an email and now
I’m just confused. Can you help?

Laura Schlessinger dispenses sex advice to people who call in
to her radio show. Recently, she said that as an observant
Orthodox Jew homosexuality is to her an abomination according
to  Leviticus  18:22  and  cannot  be  condoned  in  any
circumstance.

 Dear Dr. Laura,

 Thank you for doing so much to educate people regarding
God’s Law. I have learned a great deal from your radio show,
and I try to share that knowledge with as many people as I
can. When someone tries to defend the homosexual lifestyle,
for  example,  I  simply  remind  them  that  Leviticus  18:22
clearly states it to be an abomination. End of debate.

 I do need some advice from you, however, regarding some of
the specific Bible laws and how to follow them.
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 a) When I burn a bull on the altar as a sacrifice, I know it
creates a pleasing odor for the Lord (Lev. 1:9). The problem
is my neighbors bitch to the zoning people. They claim the
odor is not pleasing to them. Should I smite them?

b)  I  would  like  to  sell  my  daughter  into  slavery,  as
sanctioned in Exodus 21:7. What do you think would be a fair
price for her? She’s 18 and starting college. Will the slave
buyer be required to continue to pay for her education by
law?

c) I know that I am allowed no contact with a woman while she
is in her period of menstrual uncleanliness (Lev. 15:19-24).
The problem is, how do I tell? I have tried asking, but most
women take offence and threaten to call Human Resources.

d) Lev. 25:44 states that I may indeed possess slaves, both
male and female, provided they are purchased from neighboring
nations.  A  friend  of  mine  claims  that  this  applies  to
Mexicans, but not Canadians. Can you clarify?

Why can’t I own Canadians? Is there something wrong with them
due to the weather?

e) I have a neighbor who insists on working on the Sabbath.
Exodus 35:2 clearly states he should be put to death. Am I
morally obligated to kill him myself, or should this be a
neighborhood  improvement  project?  What  is  a  good  day  to
start? Should we begin with small stones? Kind of lead up to
it?

f) A friend of mine feels that even though eating shellfish
is an abomination (Lev. 11:10), it is a lesser abomination
than homosexuality. I don’t agree. I mean, a shrimp just
isn’t the same as a you-know-what. Can you settle this?

g) Lev. 21:20 states that I may not approach the altar of God
if I have a defect in my sight. I have to admit that I wear
reading glasses. Does my vision have to be 20/20, or is there



some wiggle room here? Would contact lenses fall within some
exception?

h) Most of my male friends get their hair trimmed, including
the hair around their temples, even though this is expressly
forbidden by Lev.19:27. How should they die? The Mafia once
took  out  Albert  Anastasia  in  a  barbershop,  but  I’m  not
Catholic; is this ecumenical thing a sign that it’s ok?

i) I know from Lev. 11:6-8 that touching the skin of a dead
pig makes me unclean, but may I still play football if I wear
gloves?

j) My uncle has a farm. He violates Lev. 19:19 by planting
two different crops in the same field, as does his wife by
wearing  garments  made  of  two  different  kinds  of  thread
(cotton/polyester  blend).  He  also  tends  to  curse  and
blaspheme a lot. Is it really necessary that we go to all the
trouble of getting the whole town together to stone them?
(Lev.24:10-16) Couldn’t we just burn them to death at a
private family affair like we do with people who sleep with
their in-laws? (Lev. 20:14)

I know you have studied these things extensively, so I am
confident you can help. Thank you again for reminding us that
God’s word is eternal and unchanging. Your devoted disciple
and adoring fan.

 

The  “big  picture”  behind  the  argument  about  condemning
homosexuality  as  an  archaic,  Old  Testament  rule  can  be
understood by the fact that there are different kinds of laws
in the Old Testament. Civil and ceremonial laws, such as those
concerning religious sacrifices and penalties for unacceptable
societal behaviors, were time-bound and limited to the people
of Israel. They are no longer in force for a variety of
reasons: first, all the OT sacrifices and ceremonies were



given as a foreshadowing of the Messiah’s ministry and of His
death, burial and resurrection. They are no longer necessary
because they were the preparation for the Reality that has
come. Second, the civil laws pertained to a nation of people
who  no  longer  exist.  (The  current  nation  of  Israel  is  a
political one, not the same as the group of OT people God
called to follow Him alone as their Ruler.)

Moral  laws,  such  the  Ten  Commandments  and  all  the  laws
constraining  sexual  immorality,  are  not  time-bound  because
they are rooted in the character of God. Time and culture
changes do not affect the importance of not worshiping any
false Gods because God is the only true God; of not murdering
because every person is made in the image of God; of being
honest because God is truth; of not stealing because God wants
us to trust HIM to meet our needs instead of taking what we
want;  of  being  faithful  to  one’s  spouse  because  God  is
faithful. And none of the Old Testament laws concerning sexual
morality changed in the New Testament because they, too, are
based on the character of God as pure and holy. It is always
sinful  to  have  sex  with  someone  you’re  not  married  to,
regardless of gender.

The scriptural prohibition against homosexuality is further
underscored by what Paul reveals as the purpose of sex in
marriage in Ephesians 5: sexual intercourse between husband
and wife is an earthly picture of the spiritual union of two
very different, very other beings—Christ and His bride, the
Church. Sexual coupling of two same-gendered people can never
reflect the deep spiritual significance of sex. Instead, it is
really  about  pursuing  pleasure,  and  pleasure  is  not  the
primary purpose of sex (despite our culture’s views). But
that’s another topic.

This distinction between civil/ceremonial laws and moral laws
is seen in just about any family with healthy boundaries. When
our sons were small, we had rules about “no TV before homework
is done” and “don’t leave your bicycle in the driveway.” Those
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rules  were  time-bound,  not  timeless,  because  they  were
appropriate only for their growing-up years. We don’t have
those rules anymore because they are both adults, out of the
house and in their own homes now. But we still have character-
based  expectations  that  they  be  responsible,  honest,
respectful, and kind. Those “rules” won’t change because they
are a different kind from the training rules they grew up
with.

I hope you find this helpful.

Sue Bohlin

P.S. I have seen this purported letter to Dr. Laura before (by
someone who obviously thinks himself very clever). I think
it’s interesting that Dr. Laura is no longer an orthodox Jew.
She  is  still  a  God-follower,  though.  And  her  views  on
homosexuality haven’t changed because, for the most part, she
has a biblical worldview.
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